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Comedian Joe Rogan has managed to form one of the most successful careers of the decade, and he did so in a way that some other personalities have: through the free podcast that millions of fans adapt every week. Podcasts are a very popular medium, but often used by more underground performers or for educational purposes, so
when Rogan launched its podcast in 2009, it signaled a completely new era in entertainment. In the 10 years that the Joe Rogan Experience Podcast has been in the air, Rogan has got a new fan host and shed light on a range of issues that don't often get preparing time. Continue reading to find out how Joe Rogan became famous, what
his podcast was, and the most popular podcast episode to date. How did Joe Rogan start in comedy? Joe Rogan | Michael S. Schwartz/Getty Images Joe Rogan was born in 1967 in Newark, New Jersey. As a child, Rogan has a range of interests, including baseball and martial arts. He began chasing martial arts as a full-time hobby and
won the U.S. Open Championship taekwondo tournament when he was just 19 years old. He also worked as a taekwondo instructor for a time. Rogan attended the University of Massachusetts Boston but ultimately did not graduate, down early to work on a career. In the late 1980s, Rogan almost decided to pursue a career in kickboxing
but changed his course to focus on stand-up comedy. Throughout the late '80s and early '90s, Rogan worked various jobs, including performing stands at undergraduate parties and nightclubs at night and work construction or teaching martial arts during the day. Rogan's big break came in 1995 when he scored a recurring role in the
NewsRadio sitcom. He appeared on the show for four years. And at the time, he became a known face in Hollywood. What is Joe Rogan's 'Experience'? In the early 2000s, Rogan worked as host of the Fear Factor and some very popular comedy specials. Rogan's comedy routine success and his extensive interests led him to launch the
Joe Rogan Experience podcast in 2009. In less than two years, Rogan's podcast became one of the most popular free podcasts of all time, with millions of listeners downloading each week. Rogan Podcast has attracted some of the world's biggest personalities from a wide range of industries. Political figures, in particular, were drawn to
Rogan's podcast, and over the years, Bernie Sanders, Edward Snowden, and Andrew Yang had sat chatting to Rogan. Other guests include Russell Brand, Ben Shapiro, Mel Gibson, Edward Norton, David Roth, and Roseanne Barr. There are no off-limit topics on Rogan's podcast, and it seems as if his guests always feel comfortable
opening up and revealing interesting facts about themselves. What is Joe Rogan's most popular podcast episode? Very well 1,000 episodes of Joe Rogan Experience Podcast inside the bag, there are plenty of very popular episodes. It's no surprise that some of the most popular episodes feature guests, including Bernie Sanders and
Mike Tyson. However, the single most popular episode of the podcast in 2019, based on the view, is an episode in which controversial host Alex Jones sat down with Joe Rogan. While Rogan and Jones are known to befriend, they have disagreed with a number of topics, including the tragic Sandy Hook shooting, which made their
February 2019 conversation more attractive for fans. Alex Jones's 2019 episode is also far longer than other episodes of the podcast, but that certainly does not reduce popularity. More than 16 million people have seen the episode. Joe Rogan recently sat down alongside author Ben Westhoff for his podcast episode. Both got talking
about rappers, and both expressed dislike for modern mumble rappers. While Rogan is not a fan of the current rap situation, he still appreciates the genre and loves the so-called classic. Rogan reveals who his favorite rapper is - and one is not everyone will consider a classic. Rogan's favorite rapist is Nas Joe Rogan | Michael S.
Schwartz/Getty Images Apparently Rogan is a huge Nas fan. He also likes more traditional classics, such as Biggie and Tupac, and he feels Nas has a place among these great people. It's The Nas' lyrics that make him Rogan's absolute favourite. He says he was amazed at how complicated the rapper's verses were. Westhoff agrees that
Nas is one of the best lyricists of all time. Biggie and Tupac are classic rap figures, but Nas's lyrics distinguish it. Nas is one of the greatest rapists of all time Rogan is not alone in his love for Nas. Nasir Jones, or Nas, exploded to the scene in 1994 when he forwarded Illmatic. The album became an instant hit. While Nas will put more
albums, many critics think he never rises to Illmatic levels with his later work. In fact, Nas has a disparate disparity for having albums in both the best rap album list of all time and a list of the worst rap albums of all time. His fourth album, Nastradamus, was considered a disaster. The album went platinum, but singles never made it to the
top 40 charts. Nas also found fame steering as difficult artists. Despite the success of her debut album and subsequent celebrities, she has money problems. She also struggled in her romantic life. He is divorced from fellow entertainers Kelis, and their legal battle is very generalized. Kelis, of Milkshake's fame, has brought Nas to court
several times over child support for Them, Knight. Nas reportedly pays about $8,000 a month to Knight when Kelis takes rapper Illmatic to court for more. Nas has been with fellow New York greats Jay-Z Nas and Jay-Z also having their issues. In fact, their epic beef is probably the second largest in hip-hop history only to the feud between
Tupac and Biggie. It all began in the 90s when Nas promised to record sentences for Jay-Z's debut album and then didn't. Producer Jay-Z tried the sentence from one of the Nas tracks instead. Nas didn't take this good and started dropping fine jabs at Jay-Z in his lyrics. It may not help that these two start to be great at the same time, and
both come from New York. They always fight over who is best in the Big Apple. The feud finally got so nasty that Jay-Z's mother was involved. She was disappointed when her son made some humiliating remarks about nas's family, and he put the law to Jay-Z. He made him apologize to his competitors, and he did. Now, both have
publicly buried hatchets. Joe Rogan loves conspiracy theories, strange ideas, and bigger than life personalities. And Alex Jones has all those things in spades, so it's probably no wonder that Rogan seems to enjoy having an alt-right pundit and conspiracy theories on his show. However, Alex Jones and Joe Rogan entered a pretty serious
feud this year. Both seem to have more or less gone quiet on their arguments, but enough to say Joe Rogan was very disappointed with Alex Jones and his behaviour. Rogan gets irredgel with Alex Jones Joe Rogan | Jeff Bottari/Zuffa LLC/Zuffa LLC via Getty Images Alex Jones and Joe Rogan have been friends since the 90s, and
shared an interest in conspiracy theories. However, it seems as if Alex Jones went down a different rabbit hole than Joe Rogan, as evidenced by some very dubious and destructive claims - for example, the theory that the victims of the Sandy Hook shooting were paid actors. One Alex Jones made devastating allegations about the victims
of Sandy Hook, he began to get black balls by the media - a pretty reasonable reaction, especially amid claims the victim's family defamation began to levy against him. As Forbes reported, the family's lawyer said, From the outset, we have claimed that Alex Jones and his financial network were traded in lies and hatred to profit from the
grief of the Sandy Hook family. That is what we intend to prove, and today's ruling advances our efforts. Because of all his incoming behaviour, Alex Jones became a challenging guest for Joe Rogan to host. In an episode of Joe Rogan's Experience, Rogan said Alex Jones and Sandy Hook, He thought it was false, so he said. ... But that
is of conspiracy thinking that is part of the problem. He said some sh*t about me. He said some sh*t about me that's 100% untrue. He said that the government threatened my family to [get me] to stop talking about conspiracy conspiracies do not! Nobody threatens my family. Nobody. Zero. Never happened. Not the case. It was false, it
was a lie. Someone told him I guess, it didn't happen. Do you understand how frustrating it is? continue Rogan. [That] is a small thing. ... He could have a f*cking call me, he got my man's number. He didn't even f*cking bother calling me, says Rogan from Jones' behavior when it comes to conspiracy theories.  Can't have him on Alex
Jones's clear show of behaviour with respect to Joe Rogan and conspiracy theories already have Rogan irkel. But that's not the only reason the feud begins. Rogan noticed quickly after Sandy Hook's lawsuit that Jones was not a great guest to host at the time.  But this is a problem with this f*cking conspiracy, they say things they don't
know are true, and they say they're like they're true. Now it's fine, it's not a problem, if you're talking about something like Illuminati, starting Rogan. If you're talking about your child getting shot, if your child is dead, and someone says, 'Hey man, this is Tom Smith on the radio saying you're full of sh*t and you're a crisis actor and your child
isn't dead - I mean you cry every night, you wake up in the middle of the night crying..., says Rogan, before being harassed by his guests for mostly irrelevant.  It was clear to Rogan that Jones's behavior had been replied and unscupponsible, and that having him on the show was just not a good idea given the opinions he would have
expressed at the time. However, this doesn't sit well with Alex Jones. Jones was convinced that Rogan's disagreement with him was due to damaged rogan or bought by others. And of course Jones thinks that, he's a conspiracy theorist who jumps to conclusions, just as Rogan outlined. Peace brokerage with Joe Rogan Both managed to
boost broker peace when Joe Rogan invited Alex Jones on his podcast for the third time. Both seem to have cooled on their feud, but podcasts are an absolute mess.  Alex Jones, as always, was involved in a wild-eyed logorrhea as Joe Rogan looked on and tossed the softball question for several hours. Basically, listeners hear Joe
Rogan take very little responsibility for having someone who has made so many damaging claims on his show. While both may not be feuding yet, it's easier to honor Rogan when he doesn't play nice with Alex Jones.  Jones. 
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